What are the Secrets of Shanghai Mathematics Education: Learning from Shanghai-England Exchange Program of Primary Math Teaching?

Date: 13 November 2018 (Tuesday)
Time: 13:00 – 14:00
Venue: E33-G021, Tin Ka Ping Lecture Hall, Faculty of Education, UM
Language: English and Mandarin
Target: All are welcome
Registration: Online https://bit.ly/2zqvO5j or scan the QR code

Speakers

Prof Xingfeng HUANG, Associate Professor at Shanghai Normal University. He is the author of real shanghai math, a textbook used 400 schools in England; editor of the book: I taught math in England; coordinator of Shanghai-England exchange program of Primary math teaching (8000 England schools joined).

Prof Xuhua SUN, Assistant Professor in Faculty of Education at University of Macau. She is a co-chair of International Commission for Mathematical Instruction (ICMI) STUDY 23 primary mathematics education on whole number and serves as a leading co-Editor of special issues in ZDM - The International Journal on Mathematics Education (2019).

For enquiries, please contact Mr. Harvey Lo of FED
Tel: 8822 4593 E-mail: FED_Event@umac.mo